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By consulting with well established timber merchants throughout Wentworth Gold development 
we have been able to provide functionality that will ease the flow of an order through to delivery 
from a simple trade counter purchase to a bespoke job of work that will include milling and 
treatment services. 

 Works order and milling via cash order, account orders and quotes. 
 Works order warehousing and locations  
 Finished goods warehousing and locations 
 Current stock used for works order 
 Works order pick list 
 Works order costing 
 Works order enquiry 
 Milling and service charges 
 Finished goods putaway 
 Waste and return to stock calculation 
 Purchase ordering referencing for out-of-stock items 
 Tally Calculations 
 Works order milling to stock or on order 
 Multiple uom entry; metric, and imperial 
 Stock references 

 

Milling Work Orders Overview  
 
The timber sales order processing module extends the Wentworth Gold merchant system to 
accommodate the calculation of timber tally and milling services. Any stock can be identified as 
being available to use by milling work orders which will invite users to enter the stock items, 
treatments, tally items or services they need to complete the finished product.   
 
During this time goods are moved from storage and can be seen as 
work in progress inside a warehouse or workshop. A pick list of 
components is provided to allow the collection of goods for this move. 
Pick lists will identify out of stock components and reserve 
components in stock.  
 
Multiple units of measure in imperial and metric can be assigned to 
the products so they can be sold singularly, or by other units of 
measure. Further stock references can also be applied to identify 
batch numbers, serial numbers etc.   
 
During the configuration of the works order, which can be done through cash sales, accounts 
sales and quotations the standard stock descriptions can be amended as well as notes and 
instructions added. Quotations can be converted to a confirmed order once authorised. 
 
Purchase ordering can include details of the works order the goods relate to. When they arrive at 
goods-in, details are included and a works order indicator to direct the goods into to the work-in-
progress location. 
 
Confirmed works orders may be amended and also allow users to record any wastage or unused 
goods that need to go back into stock and update system reserves. 
 
Works orders can also be created when items are being made to go back into stock as an 
saleable finished product.  
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Timber Tally 
 
During order and quotation entry, users are directed to enter a breakdown of pieces and their 
width, length and depth. This allows the price of multiple lengths and dimensions to be calculated 
by tallying up the total volume, area or linear amount. These calculations are presented up to 4 
decimal places. Changes after picking of both the tally quantities and prices are permitted before 
confirming the final order to be despatched and invoiced. 
  


